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Key Messages
Supports Available
-

There are three primary mechanisms through which Government supports those on low incomes; direct
transfers, service provision and the tax system.

-

In addition, transfers and service provision can generally be further classified as being universal
(available to all), supports linked to social insurance contributions (available to all based on PRSI
contributions) or targeted (means tested).

Income Distribution
-

In terms of the income distribution, there are a significant proportion of households in lower income
bands. Approximately 40% of the household population have a gross household income of less than
€35,000 per year, increasing to approximately 44% when we consider disposable income.

-

Income levels have been increasing in recent years with the median and mean disposable income level
increasing by 15% and 9.8% respectively since the low point in 2012.

Link between Supports and Income Distribution
-

Ireland’s system of transfers reduces inequality to a greater extent than other OECD countries.
Ireland’s tax and welfare system achieves one of the largest corrections in terms of the level of income
inequality when compared to the OECD with a 0.25 fall in the Gini Coefficient following transfers.

-

Those at the lower end of the income distribution are more reliant on social transfers as a source of
income, with social transfers accounting for over 50% of the income of households in the bottom 30%
of the income distribution. Furthermore, there are a number of additional public services that result in
increases in disposable income which are not captured in this result.

-

Social transfers persist along the income distribution with transfers present in all deciles reflecting the
nature of some supports as being universal (e.g. Child Benefit) and/or linked to social insurance
payments (e.g. State Pension Contributory) while households with lower incomes pay lower amounts
of taxation.

Targeted Supports
-

Within the range of schemes and supports that are targeted based on income, there is significant
variation in the way in which they are targeted. This variation is evident from differing approaches to
income levels, disregards, family size etc.

-

When we consider the level of income at which people are supported there is no one clear definition
of what is considered to be low income. The analysis within this paper has shown that schemes are
targeted at significantly different levels of income and these differences are observed both within and
across Departments.

Further analysis would be required in order to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the supports provided
to those on low income. For example, the Social Impact Assessment framework provides an avenue to
understand individual supports in more detail in terms of who is being supported. In addition there are a
number of other related policy questions beyond the scope of this baseline paper.
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1. Introduction
Supporting those on low income is an important function of the Government with significant resources being
committed to fulfilling this objective each year. Support is provided via a number of different measures and
falls under the remit of a range of Government Departments, encompassing various policy areas. The purpose
of this paper is to bring together evidence on the supports for those on low income from across the relevant
policy areas thereby providing a benchmark of the supports that are currently being provided. While there are
a variety of other policy questions linked to this area, this analysis is focused on mapping the various supports
available to those on low income. In doing so this analysis contextualises how the Government supports those
on low income and how these supports are targeted. This will be achieved by looking at the following;


Detail the distribution of income in Ireland and the proportion of households at different income
levels.



Providing an overview of the policy levers at the Government’s disposal for supporting those on low
income which include direct payments, the provision of public services, and taxation measures.



Analyse supports that are specifically targeted at those on low income and how this is done.

This paper has been prepared in the context of the Spending Review 2018. The Spending Review is focused on
ensuring all expenditure is considered when Government are making budget decisions and generating analysis
to further embed the principles of expenditure efficiency and effectiveness into the wider budgetary process.
This paper contributes to this process by bringing together evidence on supports from a range of departments
that are linked to supporting people on low incomes.
The topic of supporting those on low income raises a variety of policy questions that are beyond the scope of
this paper. Analysis of specific schemes mentioned in this paper has been carried out in the past and further
work is currently ongoing as part of this year’s Spending Review. Previous analysis is available on the IGEES
website, while further ongoing work will be published alongside the Spending Review. Some examples of the
analysis currently being carried out that is of relevance to this paper includes a paper analysing replacement
rates being conducted by staff in the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (DPER).
In addition to this, the paper also links to the wider Social Impact Assessment (SIA) Framework. The SIA
framework introduced by DPER in 2016 defined SIAs as an evidence based policy methodology which attempts
to assess the impact of policy on households’ financial positions. The aim of the framework is to support future
policy formulation and analysis by providing the Government with evidence-based policy advice. While not an
SIA in itself, this paper is linked to the framework by providing an overview of the type of supports that are
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available to those on low income and analysis of the eligibility criteria for these supports. Further analysis of
individual programmes and schemes is carried out through SIAs1.

2. Income Distribution
The following analysis looks at the distribution of income in Ireland, particularly focusing on the proportion
of households at the lower end of the income distribution. This section looks at the distribution of income in
a number of ways. Firstly, gross income which refers to income before taxes and transfers. Secondly,
disposable household income which refers to gross income less tax and social insurance contributions. Finally,
equivalised disposable household income is also included in this analysis which adjusts disposable household
income based on the size and composition of the household allowing for a more holistic comparison.
A large proportion of households lie at the lower end of the income distribution. Approximately 40% of the
household population have a gross household income of less than €35,000 per year, increasing to
approximately 44% when we consider disposable household income. When we consider disposable income
rather than gross income the proportion of households found in the middle of the income distribution
increases. This is illustrated in figure 2.1 which shows the percentage of households by gross household
income and gross household disposable income. When we focus solely on income from employment, using
data from the Revenue Commissioners, a somewhat similar trend is observed as can be seen in Appendix 1.
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Figure 2.1: % of Households by Gross Household Income & Gross Disposable Household Income, 2016
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When income levels are adjusted to reflect the size of households we see less variance in the income
distribution with fewer households at the higher end of the income distribution. This is illustrated in figure

1

E.g. SIA Framework and papers on Targeted Childcare Schemes and Medical Cards
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2.2 below. Almost half of all households have an equivalised disposable income of less than €20,000, this is
approximately €3,500 below the mean of €23,599 (CSO SILC, 2016).
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Figure 2.2: % of Household Population by Equivalised Disposable Income, 2016
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Source: CSO Analysis of SILC Data

Equivalised Disposable Income

Income levels have increased significantly since 2012 following a number of years of contraction. The median
disposable income was €39,000 in 2016 with a mean of €46,000. This represents an increase of 15% in the
median and 9.8% increase in the mean disposable since its lowest point in 2012 following the recession. The
median and mean income are currently 3.6% and 7.9% below previous peak levels in 2007 respectively.
Table 2.1 Median and Mean Equivalised Disposable Income (€), 2007-2016
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Median

€40,500

€40,279

€38,255

€36,575

€36,005

€33,923

€34,554

€35,327

€37,322

€39,019

Mean

€50,023

€48,862

€45,959

€44,735

€42,756

€41,927

€42,395

€43,066

€44,782

€46,036

Source: CSO SILC

In conclusion based on this analysis of Ireland’s income distribution it is worth noting the following;


There is a high proportion of households at the lower end of the income distribution with 40% of
households having a gross disposable income of less than €35,000 per year. When this is adjusted for
household size the proportion at the lower end of the distribution increases.



Both the mean and median income have increased significantly in recent years, with an increase of
9.8% and 15% respectively since 2012.
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3. Supports for those on Low Income
The three main policy levers at the disposal of the Government to support people with a low income are
income supports in the form of direct payments, through the provision of services and via taxation
measures, as illustrated in figure 3.1. In addition to these measures which directly target increases in income
there are a number of other areas of intervention which impact the labour market and earnings including
education policy, enterprise policy and regulation (e.g. minimum wage). The focus of this analysis is on public
services and income supports.
Income supports refer to direct payments to recipients
that are provided as a support. These can include means

Figure 3.1 Policy Levers for Supporting those
on Low Income

tested supports such as the Working Family Payment

Income
Supports

(formerly FIS), contributory supports such as Job Seekers
Benefit or Universal Supports such as Child Benefit. While
the supports mentioned have a variety of different
objectives or target cohorts they each directly increase the
income of recipients. Service provision can increase
disposable income by helping to alleviate expenses. Some
of these services are targeted at the general population

Service
Provision

Taxation
Measures

such as education, healthcare, and childcare while others
are targeted at specific cohorts, such as social housing.
The various measures displayed in figure 3.1 can be further broken into three categories; universal supports
are available regardless of income level or social insurance contributions; supports linked to social insurance
contributions which are available based on PRSI contributions; and targeted supports which typically require
a means test or are based on specific criteria in order to target resources at those most in need of support.
The Government provides a number of supports across each of these categories, with payments and services
representing a significant share of expenditure each year. The level of expenditure for 2017 can be seen in
Figure 3.2 below. As can be seen, social insurance payments are the largest expenditure area. The next largest
expenditure area are the targeted payments. While expenditure on universal supports is less than the
payments in the other two payment categories it is worth noting that Child Benefit alone represents a cost of
approximately €2 billion euro last year and is therefore amongst the measure that represents the largest cost.
In general expenditure on universally available public services is not included in Figure 3.2 below given the
amount of measures and level of expenditure that takes place under this category. However, the universal
element of some of the targeted services is included, for example for the Free Travel Scheme and the Medical
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and GP Visit Cards and is captured within the targeted services category. The remainder of this section will
provide further detail on each of the policy levers and the supports available under each of these categories.
Figure 3.2 Expenditure across Different Type of Supports (€, million), 2017
Targeted Payments
Targeted Services

€8,494

€7,759
Universal Payments
Schemes Linked to Social
Insurance Contributions

€2,238

Universal Services

€3,887

3.1 Direct Income Supports
Direct payments are one of the main ways in which the Government supports those on low income.
Supports of this type are either paid at a fixed rate or have a variable rate of payment that is linked income
level. Under some schemes recipients may receive a higher rate of support based on their circumstances,
for example if they have children, if they live alone etc.
An example of a universally available payment is Child Benefit which is administered by the Department of
Employment Affairs and Social Protection. Child Benefit is payable to parents or guardians of children under
16 years of age or it will be paid for children under 18 years of age if they are in full time education, full time
training or have a disability and cannot support themselves. Child Benefit is €140 per month for each child or
is paid at one and half times the normal rate for each child for twins. For triples and other multiple births, it is
paid at double the normal monthly rate for each child. Child Benefit is a payment to support parents and it is
not solely intended to support those on low income. DEASP also provides a Domiciliary Care Allowance which
is available to parents/guardians of a child aged under 16 with a severe disability without a means test.
In addition to the Universal Supports there are a number of supports linked to social insurance contributions.
These payments have a variety of objectives and are designed to support people in particular sets of
circumstances. Eligibility is based on contributions to the Social Insurance Fund via PRSI payments and is
generally time limited. Eligibility for social insurance benefits is based on PRSI class and the number of
contributions made (paid and credited). Class A contributors comprise approximately 75% of all contributors
and are entitled to the full range of social insurance benefits further to meeting contribution and eligibility
conditions. A narrower range of benefits are available to those paying other classes of PRSI. Where an
individual’s income is below €352 per week before tax this individual may be exempt from paying PRSI but
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may still be entitled to Class A social insurance contributions based on employer PRSI contributions. Details of
the payments where eligibility is determined based on PRSI contribution can be found in table 3.1 below.
Table 3.1 Payments linked to Social Insurance Contributions

Pensions

DEASP
State Pension (Contributory)
Widow's , Widower's /Surviving
Civil Partner's Pension
(Contributory)
Widow's , Widower's /Surviving
Civil Partner's Contributory
Pension (Death Benefit)
Jobseeker's Benefit
Maternity Benefit
Paternity Benefit

Working
Age
Income
Supports

Adoptive Benefit
Health and Safety Benefit

Redundancy and Insolvency
Illness Benefit
Injury Benefit
Invalidity Pension
Illness,
Disability
and Carers

Disablement Benefit
Medical Care
Carer's Benefit

Children

Guardian's Payments
(Contributory)
Widowed or Surviving Civil
Partner Grant (Contributory)

Info
Payment to those over the age of 66
Payment made to widows, widowers and surviving civil partners.
Based on the PRSI contributions of claimant or their late spouse/civil
partner.
Payment made to widows, widowers and surviving civil partners
whose late spouse/civil partner died as a result of an occupational
injury
Payment to people who are seeking full-time work.
Payment to women who are on maternity leave from work.
Payment for employed or self-employed people who are on
paternity leave from work.
Paid to an adopting mother or single male who adopts a child.
Paid to employed women who are pregnant or breastfeeding and
who are granted health and safety leave by their employer
Employees facing redundancy can apply to DEASP if their employer
is unable to or fails to pay the statutory redundancy payment.
DEASP will seek to recover the amount of redundancy payment as a
debt due by the employer.
Paid to those under 66 who cannot work due to illness
Paid to those unfit for work due to an accident at work, an accident
while traveling to or from work or an occupational disease
Payment to those who cannot work because of a long- term illness
or disability
Paid to those who suffer a loss of physical or mental faculty because
of an accident at work, travelling to or from work or a prescribed
disease contracted at work
Provides a refund of the costs of medical care and attention in the
case of occupational injuries
Paid to those who leave the workforce to care for a person(s) in
need of full time care and attention.
Payment to person taking care of an orphan
One-off payment to widows, widowers or surviving civil partners
with dependent children.

Payments are also targeted at those most in need via a means test. A list of the payments that are targeted
specifically by a means test or other criteria is laid out in the table below. The various payments listed below
have different purposes and objectives. For example, there are a number of direct income supports which may
be targeted at a particular cohort, such as the unemployed, carers, etc. The purpose of these supports are to
provide income support to people who do not have a sufficient income to meet their needs in the event of
certain life contingencies
There are also schemes included on this list such as the Back to Work Allowance, the Rural Social Scheme and
the Community Employment Scheme the objective of which is to support labour market activation by offering
a higher rate of payment to those already in receipt of a social assistance payments for work completed in the
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community in the case of the Rural Social Scheme and the Community Employment Scheme or to return to
education in the case of the Back to Work Allowance. In addition to this some of these payments are designed
to help cover the cost of certain expenses, such as Student Grants. Given the focus of this paper on supports
which are specifically targeted at those on low income, section 4 will provide further detail on how these
supports are targeted.
Table 3.2 Targeted Payments
Department

Payment
Jobseeker's Allowance
One Parent Family
Farm Assist
Widow's, Widower's or Surviving
Civil Partner's (Non- Contributory)
Pension
Guardian's Payment (NonContributory)
Carer's Allowance
Carer's Support Grant
Supplementary Welfare
Allowance
Exceptional Needs and Urgent
Needs Payments
State Pension (Non Contributory)

D/EASP

Blind Pension
Disability Allowance
Working Family Payment
Rent Supplement
Fuel Allowance
Back to School Clothing and
Footwear Allowance
Back to Education Allowance
Household Benefits Package
Community Employment
Programme
Rural Social Scheme
Tús

D/E&S

Student Grant Scheme

Description
Payment to those who are unemployed
Payment to parents bringing up children without the support of a
partner
Payment to low income farmers.
Payment to widows, widowers and surviving civil partners who do not
have dependent children.
Payment to an orphan's guardian
Payment to people who are looking after someone who is in need of
full time care and attention
Annual payment to carers who look after people in need of full-time
care and attention
Payment to people that have little or no income
Single payment to help meet essential, once-off, exceptional
expenditure
Paid to people when they reach the age of 66 who do not qualify for,
or qualify for a lower rate of, State Pension (Contributory)
Paid to blind and visually impaired people
Paid to people who as a result of a disability are substantially
restricted in undertaking suitable work.
Extra financial support to people on low pay who have children
Paid to people in private rented accommodation who cannot provide
for the total cost of their accommodation from their own resources
Paid to those who are dependent on long- term social welfare
payments and who are unable to provide for their own heating needs
during the winter months
Helps parents/guardians meet the cost of uniforms and footwear for
children going to school
Allowance for those who are unemployed, parenting alone or have a
disability or receiving certain payments from DEASP and are taking
part in a second or third level education course
Package of allowances which help with the costs of running a
household.
Designed to help people who are long-term unemployed (or
otherwise disadvantaged) get back to work by offering part-time and
temporary placements in jobs based within local communities
Low income farmers receive payment for providing services that
benefit the local community
Community work placement scheme providing community based
working opportunities for unemployed people
Makes available means-tested financial assistance to eligible further
and higher education students, towards maintenance and where
applicable, fees grants including grants for the student contribution
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3.2 Service Provision
Service provision is another policy lever which can be used to support those on low income. Although
services do not directly affect household income to the extent that direct payments do, services can have
the effect of significantly increasing a household’s disposable income by reducing the expenses they face or
by increasing earning potential. Expenditure on education and healthcare for example has been shown to
increase disposable household income by an average of 12- 14% among OECD countries2.
Schemes classified as a service for the purpose of this analysis vary in terms of their delivery mechanism. Some
are services provided for the general population such as education, some are subsidised services such as public
transport and childcare services which are universally available, while others may be targeted at specific
cohorts. Some services are provided directly by the Government while others the Government pays the service
provider on behalf of the service user. For example, the Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) is paid to directly
to the landlord.
As previously outlined service provision can be mainly divided between universal and targeted services, while
there are some that are linked to social insurance contributions. An example of a public service available on a
contributory basis is the Treatment Benefit Scheme administered by the Department of Employment Affairs
and Social Protection. The scheme provides dental, optical and aural services to qualified people and is
available to those with the required number of PRSI contributions.
The Government provides a wide range of universally available public services. Public services play a significant
role in alleviating the cost of living regardless of income levels. While it is difficult to capture the full extent of
the universally available public services that may affect disposable income, as this includes a significant
amount of the Government’s work, the table below provides a high level overview of some of these services.
In addition to these universally available services, the Government provides a number of services which are
specifically targeted at supporting those on low income. These targeted services are outlined in table 3.4
below. The services outlined in table 3.4 are available based on a means test or are available to those receiving
a means tested payment/ service. Further details of the targeting of these services can be found in section 4
of this paper.

2

Watson, D., Maître, B., Grotti, R., and Whelan, C.T. (2018) Poverty Dynamics of Social Risk Groups in the EU: An
analysis of the EU Statistics on Income and Living Conditions, 2005 to 2015, Social Inclusion Report No. 7. Dublin:
Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection and the Economic and Social Research Institute.
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Table 3.3 Universally Available Public Services
Department
D/E&S

DCYA

Service
State funded
education
Early Childhood Care
and Education (ECCE)
Affordable Childcare
Scheme**
Health Service

D/Health

GP Visit Card*

Fair Deal Scheme

DTTAS

Public Transport
System

DEASP

Free Travel

Description
Primary, second and third level education is state funded.
The State pays a capitation fee to participating playschools and day-care
services, who then provide a pre-school service free of charge to all children
over the age of 3 and not older than 5 and a half years.
Childcare subsidy of €20 per week is available to children aged between 6
months and 36 months in Tusla registered childcare.
Ireland’s has a government funded public healthcare system. People without
medical cards can avail of a range of community and hospital health services
free of charge or at a reduced cost.
GP visit cards cover the cost of GP visits but do not cover the cost of medicines
and other services. GP visit cards are available to the following cohorts; Over
70s and Under 6s
Aims to alleviate the cost of nursing home care for the elderly. Under this
scheme an individual’s contribution is 80% of their income and 7.5% of the
value of their assets.
The public transport system is subsidised and is universally accessible. The
subsidy has the objective of ensuring socially desirable but financially unviable
services are provided.
Free travel is available on State Public Transport (bus, rail and the LUAS) to
everyone over the age of 66.

*GP Visit Cards are also available to those who satisfy a means test. Further details of this aspect of these schemes will be provided
later in this paper. ** It is anticipated that the Affordable Childcare Scheme will launch a targeted element which will replace the
targeted childcare schemes offered by DCYA

Table 3.4 Targeted Services
Department
DEASP/
DTTaS

Scheme

Description

Free Travel

Free travel also available based on eligibility for other payments/schemes

Medical Card
D/Health
GP Visits Card
D/J&E

Civil Legal Aid
Criminal Legal Aid

D/CYA

D/HPLG

Community Childcare
Subvention Programme
After School Child Care
Scheme
Community Employment
Childcare Programme
Childcare Education &
Training Support
Social Housing

Covers the cost of doctor visits, medicines they prescribe, public outpatient and in- patient services, eye and ear tests and dental checks
Allows you to visit your GP for free, covers out of hours services and the
cost of blood tests
Provides legal representation and legal advice to those unable to pay for
such services through their own resources.
Legal aid for those involved in criminal legal cases. Delivered via a number
of mechanisms.
Childcare programme targeted at parents on a low income to avail of
reduced childcare costs at participating childcare facilities
Supports low income people to return to work or increase hours in work
Provides childcare to those on Community Employment Programme
Provides childcare on behalf of the Local Education and Training Boards
and Secondary Schools.
State support for housing needs is provided via a number of support
mechanisms including traditional social housing (both owned and leased),
the Housing Assistance Payment, and the Rental Accommodation Scheme
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3.3 Taxation Measures
Taxation measures play an important role in redistribution and are therefore an important lever used by
the Government to support those on low income. In general Ireland’s income tax system is designed in a
progressive manor, i.e. the rate payable increases with level of income. While a full analysis of the taxation
measures designed to support those on low income goes beyond the scope of this paper it is useful to consider
some of the ways in which the tax system supports those on low incomes. The income levels for the lower
income band are laid out in table 3.5 below, the higher rate of 40% is payable on income over these limits.
Table 3.5 Income Tax Bands
Personal Circumstances

20% Tax Rate

Single/Widowed/Surviving Civil Partner – no dependent children

First €34,550

Single/Widowed/Surviving Civil Partner – qualifying for single person child carer
tax credit

First €38,550

Married couple/civil partners – one spouse/civil partner with income

First €43,550

Married couple/civil partners - both
with income

First Income
Second Income

First €43,550
First €25,550

In terms of the Universal Social Charge there is a progressive payment rate, as laid out in table 3.6 below.
There are also reduced rates for those over the age of 70 or medical card

Table 3.6 USC Standard Rates

holders with an income of €60,000 or less. In addition to this in 2018 those

Income Level

with an income of less than €13,000 are exempt from paying the Universal

Up to €12,012

Social Charge (USC). Finally, those with gross weekly earnings of €352 or

€12,012- €19,372

2%

less have a nil rate pf PRSI. There is also a targeted PRSI credit of €12

€19,372 - €70,044

4.75%

applied to earnings up to €424 per week. In addition there also a series of

Balance

Rate
0.50%

8%

tax credits and allowances that provide tax relief depending on personal
circumstances.
According to analysis of OECD Taxing Wages Data conducted by PublicPolicy.ie Ireland has the most
progressive income tax system in the EU.3 The European Commission’s Tax and Benefit Indicator database
shows that Ireland has one of the lowest tax wedges on Single Low Income Workers in the EU at 10.7%. The
tax wedge refers to the difference between the total labour costs to employ a worker and the worker’s net
earnings, with a high tax wedge suggesting a higher disincentive to take up work4. As previously mentioned an
analysis of replacements rates is ongoing by staff in the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform.

3
4

http://www.publicpolicy.ie/ireland-has-the-most-progressive-income-tax-system-in-the-eu-2/
http://www.publicpolicy.ie/low-tax-burden-on-labour-in-ireland/
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the tax burden on lower income
households may be higher. Indirect
taxes include VAT, excise duties, levies,
and local taxes and charges. Using data

Figure 3.3 Indirect Taxation by Decile as % of Gross Income,
2009/10
% of Gross Income

When we consider indirect taxes also

30%
25%
20%
15%

from the Household Budget Survey

10%

(2009-10) Collins (2014)5 calculates the

5%

percentage of gross income that each

0%

decile pays in indirect taxes6.

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th 10th
Decile Decile Decile Decile Decile Decile Decile Decile Decile Decile

Source: Collins and Turnbull, 2014

In summary, overall Ireland’s tax system is designed in a progressive manner with the rate of payment
increasing as income increases and there are measures in place which specifically seek to target those on low
income. However, indirect taxes disproportionately affect those on lower incomes.

3.4 Link between Supports and Income Levels
Having provided an overview of the various supports that are available across the categories outlined at the
beginning of this section we will now consider how these supports relate to and interact with household
income and the income distribution.
Ireland’s system of tax and transfers reduces inequality to a greater extent than other OECD countries. The
following figure presents the difference between the Gini Coefficient before and after transfer income across
a number of different OECD countries. We can see that Ireland’s welfare system achieves one of the largest
reductions in terms of the level of income inequality. As can be seen in figure 3.4 the Gini Coefficient falls by
0.25 following transfers. This reduction in income inequality brought about by Ireland’s system of transfer
moves Ireland from above the OECD average in terms of income inequality for market income to slightly below
the average level of income inequality in terms of income after transfers for OECD states.

Change in Gini Coefficient

Figure 3.4 Reduction in Inequality Between pre and post Transfer Income, 2014
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

Source: Social Protection Spending Review Trends Paper
5

Collins, M. (2014). Total Direct and Indirect Tax Contributions of Households in Ireland: Estimates and Policy
Simulations. NERI Working Paper (18). Dublin: Nevin Economic Research Institute.
6
Indirect taxes refers to excise, VAT, levies and other indirect taxes.
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Those at the lower end of the income distribution are more reliant on social transfers as a source of income,
with social transfers accounting for over 50% of the income of households in the bottom 30% of the income
distribution. 90% of the income of households in the top decile is direct income while for the bottom 30% of
the income distribution more than 50% of their income is made up of social transfers. This result demonstrates
the important role played by social transfers in supporting those at the lower end of the income distribution.
Figure 3.5 Proportion of Gross Equivalised Income by Source
10th decile
9th decile
8th decile
7th decile
6th decile
5th decile
4th decile
3rd decile
2nd decile
1st decile
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

% Social Transfers

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

% Direct Income
Source: Author Analysis of CSO SILC

Social transfers persist along the income distribution with transfers present in all deciles reflecting the
nature of some supports as being universal and/or contributory while households with lower incomes pay
lower amounts of taxation. However, it is also important to note that the social transfers referenced in figure
3.5 refer only to payments and does not capture public services as social transfers. If such public services were
quantified as social transfers we would likely see an increase in the level of social transfers received across
each of the income deciles. We can also see in figure 3.6 the higher income deciles pay a higher level of tax
and social contributions, while those at the lower end of the income distribution pay significantly less.

€'000 Equivalised Weekly

Figure 3.6: Equivalised Weekly Income by Source
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
All deciles

1st decile 2nd decile 3rd decile 4th decile

Direct Income

5th decile

Social Transfers

6th decile

7th decile

8th decile

9th decile 10th decile

Tax and Social Contriubutions
Source: Author Analysis of CSO SILC
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4. Targeted Supports
Having outlined the various supports offered by the Government that are universally available, available on a
contributory basis and those which are targeted specifically based on income, this section will focus on the
targeted supports and how these supports are targeted. A detailed list of the services and direct payments
that are targeted at those on low income can be found in Appendix 2. The following is a high level description
of some of the targeted supports offered by each of the Departments.
Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection (DEASP)
Given its role in the redistribution of income and in assuring social cohesion and equity of outcomes many of
the schemes and services that are targeted at those on low income are administered by the DEASP. Many of
the schemes that are targeted specifically at those on low income are categorised as social assistance
payments. In general two social assistance payments cannot be claimed simultaneously (except for Carer’s
Allowance which can be paid at a half rate with another social welfare payment). Where someone qualifies
for more than one payment, they generally have to choose between these. The 2018 expenditure estimates
for the schemes administered by DEASP that are targeted based on income are set out below. The schemes
with the largest budgetary allocation are Jobseekers Allowance and Disability Allowance.
Table 4.1: DEASP Targeted Scheme 2018 Estimates
2018 Estimates (€,000s)
1,837,060
1,543,150
996,790
789,130
501,730
431,300
350,030
207,690
179,500
153,140
138,544
103,340
100,100
90,340
90,000
74,135
72,950
51,045
49,530
36,420
20,740
13,370
13,180

Jobseeker's Allowance
Disability Allowance
State Pension (Non-Contributory)
Carer's Allowance
One Parent Family Payment
Family Income Supplement
Community Employment Programme
Carer's Support Grant
Rent Supplement
Domiciliary Care Allowance
Fuel Allowance7
Basic SWA Payments
Tús
Household Benefits Package
Free Travel8
Farm Assist
Back To Education Allowance
Rural Social Scheme
Back To School Clothing And Footwear Allowance
Exceptional Needs And Urgent Needs Payments
Back To Work Family Dividend
Blind Pension
Widow(er)s', Surviving Civil Partners Pension

7
8

Voted allocation, also financed through Social Insurance Fund
Includes funding for both universal element and targeted element
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Department of Justice and Equality
The main support that is linked to income provided by the Department of Justice and Equality provides is legal
aid. The purpose of legal aid is to ensure that everyone has equal access to legal representation. Legal aid in
civil cases is provided to those who satisfy a merit test and a means test, further detail of the means test is
provided in the analysis in the following section. Civil Legal Aid is administered by the Legal Aid Board, a
statutory independent body. The majority of civil legal aid relates to divorce, separation, or family law matters
relating to custody of children9. The Legal Aid Board has a budgetary allocation of approximately €40 million
for 2018.
In addition to Civil Legal Aid, Criminal Legal Aid is also available. The Criminal Justice (Legal Aid) Act 1962
provides that free legal aid may be granted, in certain circumstances, for the defence of persons of insufficient
means in criminal proceedings. If your constitutional right to legal representation applies and you don't have
the means to pay for legal representation, then the State (or Government) is obliged to provide that legal
representation. There is no set limits at which legal aid is granted in criminal cases. Whether or not legal aid is
granted is at the discretion of the presiding judge who takes the applicant’s means and the seriousness of the
charge or offence into account. In addition to this there are also ad hoc criminal legal aid systems which include
the following schemes;
 Garda Station Legal Advice Revised Scheme which is operated by the Legal Aid Board and offers legal
advice to detainees in Garda Stations.
 Criminal Assets Bureau Ad- Hoc Legal Aid Scheme provides legal representation for certain types of cases.
 Custody Issues Scheme which offers legal aid for certain types of cases.
Further analysis of the criminal legal aid system is being conducted by officials in the Department of Justice
and Equality as part of this year’s Spending Review.

Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA)
The supports offered by DCYA that are

Table 4.2 DCYA Expenditure on Targeted Childcare Schemes

specifically targeted at those on low

2018 Estimate
€ 79,000,000
€ 6,549,432
€
890,114
€ 3,560,455

income are listed in table 4.2.
Eligibility for each of these schemes is

Community Childcare Subvention (CCS)
Childcare Education & Training Support (CETS)
After-School Childcare (ASCC)
Community Employment Childcare (CEC)

based on the other services that the

Source: DCYA

Source:market
DPER
individual avails of (e.g. medical card) or if a parent/guardian is participating in training or a labour

activation scheme. The purpose of the schemes are to facilitate those on low income or unemployed to
increase their hours in work or return to education by providing subsidised child care. It is anticipated that
9

Legal Aid Board Annual Report 2016
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these schemes will be subsumed under the Affordable Childcare Scheme. The Affordable Childcare Scheme
will provide subsidised childcare on a universal basis with additional support available based on a means test.
A Social Impact Assessment of the targeted schemes offered by DCYA was carried out in 201610.
Department of Health
The main supports offered by the Department of Health include the Medical Card and the GP Visit Card. The
Medical Card covers the cost of medical treatment and drugs while the GP Visit Card covers the cost of GP
visits. GP Visit cards are available universally for children under 6 years of age and to people over 70 years of
age and is also available on a means tested basis. Medical cards are also offered on a discretionary basis where
the cost of medical treatment and drugs would place the recipient under undue hardship. Where an individual
has applied for a Medical Card but found to be ineligible based on their means they may qualify for a GP Visit
Card. The 2018 budgetary allocation for the Primary Care Reimbursement Service, which includes the Medical
Card and the GP Visit card, is €2.573bn.
Department of Housing, Planning and Local
Government (DHPLG)
There are a number of mechanisms through
which the Department of Housing, Planning and
Local Government deliver social housing. Social

Table 4.3 DHPLG Expenditure on Social Housing Schemes

Local Authority (Current Expenditure)
Local Authority (Capital Expenditure)
RAS
HAP

housing refers to the Government provision of

2018 Estimates
(€,000s)
114,586
561,670
134,338
301,336
Source: DPER

housing supports for those unable to provide for accommodation from within their own resources. Social
Housing is delivered via a traditional social housing model (i.e. local authority construction and acquisition),
the Rental Accommodation Scheme (RAS), leasing and the Housing Assistance Payment (HAP). Those accessing
these schemes must satisfy a means test to qualify for the social housing list. This means test is based on three
different income bands based on region11. While income is used to establish eligibility, priority on the housing
list is established based on other characteristics in addition to income such as whether the applicant has any
disabilities or is at a high risk of homelessness. The 2018 budgetary allocation for the various social housing
delivery mechanisms are outlined in table 4.3. While for Local Authority Social Housing the budgetary
allocation for both current and capital has been included, it should be noted that longer term trends in capital
investment are important in terms of the overall stock of social housing available. Analysis of Current
Expenditure on Social Housing Supports was conducted as part of Spending Review 201712.

10

Targeted Childcare Schemes
Net Income Limits in Social Housing Assessment Regulations
12
Analysis of Current Expenditure on Social Housing
11
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Department of Education and Skills (DES)
The main targeted support offered by the DES is the Student Grant Scheme. The Student Grant Scheme is a
financial support available to eligible students attending full time post Leaving Certificate courses or further
education and higher education courses. Grants are offered at varying rates depending on the level of income
and can cover maintenance costs, fees and/or the student contribution13, depending on income levels. The
budgetary allocation for the Student Grant Scheme for 2018 is approximately €371 million. There is also the
Student Assistance Fund which is operated at a local level in the HEA funded institutions. It seeks to support
students who might otherwise be unable to continue their third level studies due to their financial
circumstances. This fund is not means tested. In addition to the Student Grant Scheme the Higher Education
Authority’s National Plan for Equity of Access to Higher Education 2015- 2019 aims to increase the
participation in and access to education of particular cohorts including students from socio- economically
disadvantaged backgrounds.
4.1 Eligibility Criteria for Targeted Supports
Eligibility for each of the listed schemes categorised as targeted is determined either by a means test14 or are
available to those who are receiving a means tested support. Typically taking income and other resources,
such as capital into account, the purpose of means test is to target support at those who most require it. There
is variation across the schemes in terms of the income levels that are eligible to receive support. Based on the
means test for each it is possible to estimate the level of income at which it is possible to earn and still qualify
for support under a given scheme. The purpose of this section is to analyse some of the sources of the variation
around the level of income at which people qualify for supports. There are a number of sources of variation
for eligibility which will be explored in this paper including income level, eligibility based on eligibility to other
scheme/payment, sources of income which are disregarded, family size and other.
4.2 Income Level
Across the listed schemes, significant variation exists in terms of the level of income from employment at
which people are supported. Many sources of income are assessed as means across the various targeted
schemes (e.g. property and savings, earnings, self-employed income, dividends). This section focuses on the
level of income from employment at which people are eligible for support. Further details surrounding other
sources of income and means can be found in section 4.4 and Appendix 3. Based on figure 4.1 the following
points are of note;
 For many of the schemes offered by the DEASP the level of income at which people are eligible to receive
supported is similar. For example the Disability Allowance, Blind Pension, Non Contributory State Pension
and the One Parent Family Payment are available at similar levels of income.

13

Fee and student contribution grants are only available in respect of higher education courses
Alongside other qualifying criteria

14
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 The income limits at which the Medical Card and GP Visit Card is available at varies depending on
circumstances, increasing for couples and those with dependent children. The income threshold is higher
for the GP Visit Card than the Medical Card.
Figure 4.1 illustrates an indicative overview of the approximate income level at which people are eligible for
support based on income from employment alone excluding all other sources of means. In general the income
limits set out in figure 4.1 were determined by either the stated income limits for each of the schemes or
based on the level of income from employment that is disregarded under the means test. The figure is
designed to provide an overview of the levels of income at which people are eligible to receive support with
these income levels varying based on factors such as family size and type. Income levels are rounded to the
closest €50 for display purposes. A detailed description of how the income level was determined for each of
the schemes can be found in the appendix. Differences exist across schemes in terms of whether gross or net
income is considered under the means test. Various deductions are allowable under each of the means tested
schemes is included in table 4.4 below. It is important to keep such differences in mind when interpreting the
income levels displayed in figure 4.1.
In figure 4.1 supports are divided between complete support or else differential rates of support. For example
under each of the social assistance schemes offered by DEASP based on the income that is disregarded there
is a level of income at which the recipient will receive the full rate of support, this level of income from
employment is shaded in dark blue. Any income from employment over this is assessed as means and for
social assistance payments a differential rate of payment is applied after this point, i.e. as means increase the
payment rate decreases. In the case of Student Support Grants there are reduced rates of support available
for those with incomes above the income limits to receive the full grant. For Social Housing the income limits
indicated refer to determining eligibility for the social housing list, however it is worth noting that need for
social housing is assessed once eligibility has been determined. Factors considered when assessing need for
social housing include current accommodation and the household’s circumstances at the time of applying15.

15

Further details can be found here
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Table 4.4 Deductions from Gross Income by Scheme
Income
Tax

USC

PRSI

Pension Contributions,
Union Dues or any
voluntary
contributions

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Disability Allowance

Living Expenses e.g.
Childcare or Travel

Blind Pension
Carer's Allowance
Working Family Payment
Non Contributory State
Pension
Job Seekers Allowance
One Parent Family
Payment
Widow(er)’s, Surviving Civil
Partner Pension (NC)
Farm Assist

x

x

Rent Supplement

x

Fuel Allowance
Back To School Clothing &
Footwear Allowance
Medical Card

x

x

x

x

GP Visit Card

x

x

x

Civil Legal Aid

x

x

x

Social Housing

x

x

x

x
x

x

Student Grants
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x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

Figure 4.1: Indicative Overview of Income Levels and Support
Weekly Income
(Dark Blue: Total Support, Light Blue: Any Support)
Disability Allowance
Blind Pension*
Carer's Allowance- Single Person
Working Family Payment – 1 Child
Working Family Payment – 2 Child
Working Family Payment – 3 Child
Working Family Payment – 4 Child
Non Contributory State Pension
Job Seekers Allowance- Single Person
One Parent Family Payment
Widow(er)’s, Surviving Civil Partner Pension (NC)
Farm Assist**
Fuel Allowance- Single Person Under 80
Back To School Clothing & Footwear Allowance- Couple
Back To School Clothing & Footwear Allowance- Lone Parent
Medical Card - Under 66 Living Alone*****
Medical Card - Under 66 with Dependent Children
GP Visit Card - Single Person Living Alone
GP Visit Card - Married/Cohabiting Couple w/ Dep. Children
Civil Legal Aid***
Social Housing – Band A Single Person ****
Social Housing – Band B Single Person
Social Housing – Band C Single Person
Student Grants -Full Maintenance Grant - Fewer than 4 dependent children
Student Grants -Partial Fee Grant (100% Student Contribution, 50% Tuition

50

Note: Dark Blue – Eligible for Support, Light Blue – Lower Rate of Support Based on Income
100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

600

650

700

750

800

Fees)- Fewer than 4 dependent children

* Refers to rehabilitative income
** Does not include payments from DAFM or farm income. 30% of farm income is disregarded.
*** Refers to disposable income. A number of deductions are made for allowances and expenditure on accommodation and child care costs for example
**** Rate for a single person. Increase of 2.5% for each additional child and 5% for each adult up to 10% increase allowed for adults or children.
***** Income limit for Medical Card and GP Visit Card may increase with certain expenses, for example rent, and mortgage payments, childcare costs, etc.
Note: Rent Supplement not included as there is no specific income limit, the payment varies depending on the Supplementary Welfare Allowance appropriate for recipient’s set of circumstances.
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4.4 Disregards
Under the means test for supports based on income a number of disregards are applied, further
demonstrating the variance and complexity of targeting. The disregards, i.e. the elements of an
individual’s resources that are not included in the means test, vary from scheme to scheme. The
disregards can included some income, any other social welfare payments, or the value of your home
etc. Details of the disregards applied across each of the schemes can be found in Appendix 4. What is,
and is not, disregarded in the means assessment plays an important role in the targeting of the scheme
and can affect the numbers eligible to receive support. What is disregarded, and at what rate, tend
to vary from scheme to scheme. Some of the most notable differences in the schemes are under the
following categories;
Earnings


The level of earnings disregarded varies across each of the schemes. For example, under the
Non-Contributory State Pension €200 per week is disregarded while €100 is disregarded under
the Widow’s, Widower’s or Surviving Civil Partner’s Non-Contributory pension.

Capital and Property not Personally Used


The value of capital and property not personally used is disregarded at different rates across
different schemes. While for the majority of these schemes the first €20,000 of the value of
capital is disregarded, the equivalent figure for Disability Allowance is €50,000 and for
Supplementary Welfare Allowance and Rent Supplement is €5,000.

Working Family Payment


The Working Family Payment is assessed as means for Social Housing and Rent Supplement
while it is disregarded under the means test for the Medical Card/GP Visit Card. Working
Family Payment can be paid concurrently with the One Parent Family, with the One Parent
Family payment is assessed under the means test for the Working Family Payment.

While numerous differences exist in means-testing arrangements, it is worth noting that the rules for
means tests across each of the Social Assistance Schemes offered by DEASP are broadly similar, with
some exceptions such as the Working Family Payment, Supplementary Welfare Allowance and Rent
Supplement.
As these few differences highlighted above demonstrate the system for assessing means is
complicated with rules varying across different schemes. These differences are observed both interDepartmentally and within Departments. This results in a complicated system of means testing with
those potentially eligible for supports having to go through a number of means tests carried out by
multiple Departments. Furthermore the complexity of the system is likely to result in a large
administrative burden.
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4.5 Family Size
For a number of the targeted schemes the income limit for eligibility/qualification increases based
on the number of children. These schemes are included in figure 4.2 below which shows the
percentage increase to the qualifying income level for each additional child. The increase per child
varies across schemes reflecting the different purposes of the schemes. While the income limit for
Medical Cards and GP Visit Cards increase by the same rate for each child. Based on figure 4.2 the
following points are of note;
 The largest increase in the income level which is permissible under the scheme is for the Working
Family Payment (WFP) which increases by almost 20% between the first and second child, 16%
for the third and 15% for the fourth child.
 The GP Visit Card and the Medical Card allow the same increase for each child and similarly to
the WFP the incremental rate reduces for each child. The income limit for the Medical Card and
the GP Visit Card is approximately 14% higher than the income limit without children.
 The Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance scheme offers an increase in the income
limit for each additional child. The increase is higher for lone parents and similarly to the other
schemes the increase is higher for the first 2 children.
Figure 4.2: Percentage Increase in the Qualifying Income Level per Child
30%

20%

10%

0%
1

2

No of Children

Working Family Payment
Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance- Lone Parent
GP Visit Card

3

4

Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance- Couple
Medical Card
Social Housing

Many of the social assistance payments offered by DEASP offer additional support to families by
offering an increase in the rate of payment of €31.80 for each additional child. In addition to the
schemes included in the above figure the following schemes also offer a difference in the level
allowable income;
 Farm Assist includes an increase in the disregarded amount of income for each additional child.
 For Student Grants the allowable level of income increases based on whether or not there are
children, and whether or not other members of the household are taking part in third level
education.
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The income level at which people are eligible to receive support varies based on household
composition. The level of earned income which is allowable changes based on the composition of the
household under the means test for the Medical and GP Visit Cards and the Back to School Clothing
and Footwear Allowance. As is illustrated in figure 4.1 the income limit at which married/cohabiting
couples are eligible for support is higher than that of a single person. The income limit for Social
Housing increases by 5% for each additional adult household member, up to a maximum of a 10%
increase, i.e. there is an increase in the income threshold for the first two additional adults in the
household.
4.6 Other
Region is another factor which affects the level of income at which people are supported for social
housing. The income thresholds for determining eligibility for social housing vary based on region. The
income limits associated with each of the bands are as follows;
 The income limit for Band 1 is €35,000. Band 1 includes each of Dublin’s local authorities as well
as Cork City, Galway City, Meath, Wicklow and Kildare.
 Band 2 includes Cork County, Limerick City and County, and Waterford City and County, amongst
others. The income limit for Band 2 is €30,000.
 Finally, the income limit for Band 3 is €25,000.
As previously mentioned these income limits increase with each additional adult household member
and child household member. The stated income limits are only used to determine eligibility, the need
for social housing is assessed based on other criteria.
4.6 Linked Eligibility
In addition to eligibility for targeted schemes being determined via a means test, some schemes are
available to those already receiving another means tested support. These schemes, and the means
tested supports that they are linked to, are listed in figure 4.5 with further details on the schemes
outlined in Appendix 2. Eligibility for these schemes is linked as they have similar objectives. For
example, those in receipt of Jobs Seekers Allowance eligible to take part in a number of the labour
market activation schemes offered by DEASP while the Back to School Clothing and Footwear
Allowance is linked to the means tested payments aimed at supporting low income families. The
schemes where eligibility is determined by other schemes can be divided into the following three
broad categories; labour market activation schemes, childcare schemes and supplementary payments.
Schemes for which eligibility is determined based on the other schemes are listed on the vertical axis.
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Table 4.5: Schemes and Services Linked to Other Schemes

Note: Schemes for which eligibility is determined based on the other schemes are listed on the vertical axis

Rural Social Scheme

x

x

x

x

x

Tús

x

Back to Education Allowance

x

x

x

x

x

Gateway

x

Back to Work Family Dividend

x

x

x

Community
Employment
Scheme

x**

State Pension
(NC)

x

Back to Work
Family Dividend

Widows (NC)
Pension

x**

Illness Benefit

Disability
Allowance

x**

Blind Pension

One Parent
Family Payment

x

Carer's
Allowance

Farm Assist

Working Family
Payment

Job Seekers
Allowance

Medical Card

Community Employment Scheme

x

x

x

x

Carer's Support Payment

x

Back to School Clothing and Footwear
Allowance

x

x

x

x

x

x

Free Travel Pass

x

Household's Benefits Package

x

x

x

x

Fuel Allowance*

x

Community Childcare Subvention
Programme

x

After- School Child Care Scheme

x

x

x

x

x

x

*Additional criteria based on circumstances can be found here
**Must be aged between 21-55
***Carers eligible if they live with the recipient of care
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x

x

x

x

x***

x

x

x
x

x

x

5 Conclusions
Supports Available
- There are three primary mechanisms through which Government supports those on low incomes; direct
transfers, service provision and the tax system.
- In addition transfers and service provision can generally be further classified as being universal (available
to all), contributory (available based on social contributions) or targeted (means tested).
Income Distribution
- In terms of the income distribution, there are a significant proportion of households in lower income
bands. Approximately 40% of the household population have a gross household income of less than
€35,000 per year, increasing to approximately 44% when we consider disposable income.
- Income levels have been increasing in recent years with the median and mean disposable income level
increasing by 15% and 9.8% respectively since the low point in 2012.
Link between Supports and Income Distribution
- Ireland’s system of transfers reduces inequality to a greater extent than other OECD countries. Ireland’s
tax and welfare system achieves one of the largest corrections in terms of the level of income inequality
when compared to the OECD with a 0.25 fall in the Gini Coefficient following transfers.
- Those at the lower end of the income distribution are more reliant on social transfers as a source of
income, with social transfers accounting for over 50% of the income of households in the bottom 30%
of the income distribution. In addition to these social transfers, there are a number of additional services
which are targeted based on income such as social housing and the medical card.
- Social transfers persist along the income distribution with transfers present in all deciles reflecting the
nature of some supports as being universal (e.g. Child Benefit) and/or contributory (e.g. State Pension
Contributory) while households with lower incomes pay lower amounts of taxation.
Targeted Supports
- Within the range of schemes and supports that are targeted based on income, there is significant
variation in the way in which they are targeted. This variation is evident from differing approaches to
income levels, disregards, family size etc.
- When we consider the level of income at which people are supported there is no one clear definition
of what is considered to be low income. The analysis within this paper has shown that schemes are
targeted at significantly different levels of income and these differences are observed both within and
across Departments.
The interaction of income and supports is a complex policy area and as such there are a number of related
research questions which are outside the scope of this analysis. Further analysis would be required in order to
assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the supports provided to those on low income. For example, the
Social Impact Assessment framework provides an avenue to understand individual supports in more detail in
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terms of who is being supported. The complexity of the means testing system is evident in this analysis, and
consideration could be given to the appropriateness and potential value of reducing the level of complexity.
Comparative analysis in terms of the scale and composition of the supports within an international context
would provide further insights. Furthermore, the wider links between the supports and the nature of the
labour market and incomes are also of interest from a policy perspective (e.g. dynamics of market income,
effectiveness of supports, balance of in-work and out of work supports etc.).
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Appendix 1: Income Distribution
a) Net Weekly Income B) Gross Weekly Income
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Note: Weekly PAYE income on an individual basis.
Source Revenue
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Appendix 2: Detailed Map of Income Supports
Description

Dept.

Taxable

Personal Rate
(€)

Increase
d for a
Qualified
Child (€)

Increase for
a Qualified
Adult (€)

18-65

May be in
employment up to
3 days a week and
must be available
for and seeking full
time employment

No

198-107
(depending on
age)****

31.8***

€131.40

< 66, with at
least one
child under
7yrs of age*

No restrictions

Yes

198

31.8

N/A

Yes

198

31.8

131.4

Yes

198

N/A

Yes,
against
orphan’s
income

181

N/A

Yes

214- 378
(depending on
age and
number being
cared for)

Age

Employment
Status

Yes

Yes

Means Tested

Jobseeker's
Allowance

Paid to those who are 18 or over and
unemployed who are not entitled to
jobseekers benefit or have used up their
entitlement to jobseekers benefit

One Parent
Family

Paid to parents bringing up children
without the support of a partner

Farm Assist

Income support scheme for low income
farmers. To qualify you must be a farmer,
farming land in the State.

DEASP

Yes

18- 66

You do not have to
be available for
work but you must
be actively farming

Widow's,
Widower's or
Surviving Civil
Partner's (NC)
Pension

Payment to widows, widowers and
surviving civil partners who do not have
dependent children.

DEASP

Yes

<66

No restrictions

DEASP

Yes (based on the
means of the
orphan)

Guardian's
Payment
(NonContributory)

Carer's
Allowance

Payment to an orphan's guardian up to the
orphan’s 18th birthday (or 22nd if they are
in full time education). Receipt of this
payment does not affect the guardian's
right to claim other social assistance
payments.
Payment to people who are looking after
someone who is in need of full time care
and attention because of age, physical or
learning disability or illness, including
mental illness

DEASP

DEASP

DEASP

Yes

18+
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No more than
15hrs per week

31.8

N/A

Description

Carer's
Support Grant

Annual payment to carers who look after
people in need of full-time care and
attention

Supplementar
y Welfare
Allowance

Paid to people that have little or no
income to meet their needs

Exceptional
Needs and
Urgent Needs
Payments

Single payment to help meet essential,
once-off, exceptional expenditure, which a
person could not reasonably be expected
to meet out of their weekly income.

State Pension
(NC)

Paid to people when they reach the age of
66 who do not qualify for the State
Pension (Contributory)

Blind Pension
Disability
Allowance

Paid to blind and visually impaired people
Paid to people with a disability who are
aged 16 or over and under age 66 who as a
result of a disability be substantially
restricted in undertaking work.

Dept.

Means Tested

DEASP

Eligibility is based
on other schemes

16+

Yes

Those aged
25 and under
qualify for a
reduced rate

DEASP

DEASP

Age

Employment
Status
No more than
15hrs per week
outside of the
home
Fewer than 30
hours of
employment or
self-employment
per week
Fewer than 30
hours of
employment or
self-employment
per week

Yes

DEASP

Yes

DEASP

Yes

66+ (higher
for those
born in 1955
on)
18+

DEASP

Yes

16+

30

Increase
d for a
Qualified
Child (€)

Increase for
a Qualified
Adult (€)

€31.8***

€107€131.4
depending
on age)

Taxable

Personal Rate
(€)

No

€1,700 (per
annum)

No

107-196
(depending on
age)

No

Rate varies
based on
income and
the reason
assistance is
required

Yes

€232/€242
(depending on
age)

€31.80

€153.30

Yes

€198

€31.80

€131.40

No

€198

€31.80

€131.40

Description

Working
Family
Payment

Extra financial support to people on low
pay who have children

Rent
Supplement

Paid to people in private rented
accommodation who cannot provide for
the total cost of their accommodation
from their own resources

Fuel
Allowance

Paid to those who are dependent on longterm social welfare payments and who are
unable to provide for their own heating
needs during the winter months

Back to School
Clothing and
Footwear
Allowance

Helps parents/guardians meet the cost of
uniforms and footwear for children going
to school

Community
Employment
Programme

Designed to help people who are longterm unemployed (or otherwise
disadvantaged) to get back to work by
offering part-time and temporary

Dept.

DEASP

DEASP

DEASP

DEASP

DEASP

Means Tested

Age

Employment
Status
Must be working
for at least 19hrs a
week. Can be
combined with
spouse/civil partner
or cohabitants
hours. Excludes
self-employment.
Fewer than 30
hours of
employment or
self-employment
per week**

Yes

Yes

Taxable

Personal Rate
(€)

No

40% of the
difference
between
income and
the rate for
your
circumstance

€22.5 per
week

€125 for each
eligible child
aged 4-11
€250 for each
eligible child
aged 12-22

18+
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Participants can
take up other parttime work during
their placement.

Increase for
a Qualified
Adult (€)

Recipient must pay a minimum of €30
towards rent. Recipients must contribute
any additional assessable means that they
have above the appropriate basic SWA
rate towards rent

Yes, if you are in
receipt of noncontributory
payment you are
accepts as
satisfying the
means test
Recipients must be
getting certain
welfare payments
or taking part in
training,
employment or
adult education
schemes
Eligibility is based
on other schemes,

Increase
d for a
Qualified
Child (€)

Yes

Top up
payment of
€22.5

Description

Dept.

Means Tested

Age

placements in jobs based within local
communities
Rural Social
Scheme

Tús

Back to
Education
Allowance

Household
Benefits
Package

Free Travel

Low income farmers receive payment for
providing services that benefit the local
community
Community work placement scheme
providing short-term, community based
working opportunities for unemployed
people.
Allowance for those who are unemployed,
parenting alone or have a disability and
are taking part in a second or third level
education course
Package of allowances which help with the
costs of running your household. Two
types of allowance available covering
energy costs (electricity or gas) and the
other covers the cost of the television
licence.
Free travel is available on most Iarnród
Éireann, Bus Éireann, Dublin Bus, DART
and Luas Services and on certain private
bus and ferry services.

Employment
Status

Taxable

Personal Rate
(€)

Yes

5Top up
payment of
€22.50

Yes

Top up
payment of
€22.50

Income from this
will not affect your
CE payment
DEASP

Eligibility is based
on other schemes

DEASP

Eligibility is based
on other schemes

DEASP

Eligibility is based
on other schemes.
Subject to a
qualifying period

DEASP

Eligibility is
determined based
on means test or
other schemes

DEASP

Eligibility for those
under the age of
66 is based on
receipt of other
schemes

25+

Must be actively
farming

Related to
social
protection
payments

21+

No

All over 66
are entitled,
below 66
must satisfy
certain
conditions
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No

€35 per
month or cost
of TV License

Increase
d for a
Qualified
Child (€)

Increase for
a Qualified
Adult (€)

Description

Dept.

Means Tested

Age

DEASP

Eligibility is based
on receipt of other
payments or
taking part in a
qualifying scheme

<66

Medical Card

Covers the cost of doctor visits, medicines
they prescribe, public out- patient and inpatient services, eye and ear tests and
dental checks

D/
Health

Yes, though
medical cards are
also available to
people meeting
other criteria or on
a discretionary
basis where the
cost of medical
bills would be
deemed to result
in undue hardship

GP Visits Card

Allows you to visit your GP for free, covers
out of hours services and the cost of blood
tests

D/
Health

Under 70s must
satisfy means test

Civil Legal Aid

Provides legal representation and legal
advice in to those unable to pay for such
services through their own resources.

D/
Justice

Criminal Legal
Aid

Criminal legal aid is available in the
following forms;
 Legal Aid Certificates

D/
Justice

Back to Work
Family
Dividend

Aims to help families to move from social
welfare into employment. Provides
financial support to people with qualified
children who are in or take up
employment or self- employment and as a
result stop claiming a jobseekers payment
or One Parent Family Payment

Yes (based on
means in the year
following
application)
Yes, typically
based on the
discretion of Judge

Employment
Status

Taxable

Personal Rate
(€)

No

A contribution
is required
based on
income
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Increase
d for a
Qualified
Child (€)
€31.80/p
er child
(up to 4
children)
for the
first year
in
employm
ent

Increase for
a Qualified
Adult (€)

Description

Dept.

Means Tested

Age

DCYA

Eligibility is based
on receipt of other
supports

Children
must be
under 15yrs

Employment
Status

Taxable

Personal Rate
(€)

Increase
d for a
Qualified
Child (€)

Increase for
a Qualified
Adult (€)

2.5%
increase
to the
income
limit for
children,
up to

5% increase
to the
income limit
for each
additional
adult up to
a 10%
increase



Community
Childcare
Subvention
Programme

Criminal Assets Bureau Ad Hoc
Legal Aid Scheme
 Custody Issues Scheme
Childcare programme targeted at parents
on a low income to avail of reduced
childcare costs at participating childcare
facilities

After School
Child Care
Scheme

supports low income people to return to
work or increase hours in work

Community
Childcare
Employment
Programme

Provides childcare to those on Community
Employment Programme

Childcare
Education &
Training
Support

Provide childcare places to qualifying Solas
or Education and Training Board (ETB)
trainees or students for the duration of
their courses.

Social Housing

Social Housing is delivered via traditional
social housing, Housing Assistance
Payments, and the Rental Accommodation
Scheme

DCYA

DCYA

DCYA

DHPLG

Eligibility is based
on receipt of other
supports and have
started a new job
or increase your
number of hours in
employment
Those taking part
in Community
Employment
Programme are
eligible

Child must
be of
primary
school age

Child must
be 13yrs or
under

Fee reduction
of up to €145,
depending on
circumstances
Must be in
employment,
however those on
Community
Employment don't
qualify

Reduced rate
of €3 per child
per day

Maximum
charge of €15
per week per
child
Maximum
charge to
parents of €25
per week per
child

Based on
participation in
course

Yes
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Description

Student Grant
Scheme

Makes available means-tested financial
assistance to eligible further and higher
education students, towards maintenance
and where applicable, fees grants
including grants for the student
contribution.

Dept.

Means Tested

DES

Yes, based on
families gross
income from
previous tax year

Age

Employment
Status

Taxable

Personal Rate
(€)

Different rates
of support
available

*Age limit for the child is higher where Domiciliary Care Allowance or Carer's Allowance is being claimed
**if you are assessed as needing housing under RAS and have been out of full time employment for 12 months or more you may be entitled to the Supplement
***Only available to those aged 26 and over
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Increase
d for a
Qualified
Child (€)
10%
increase

Increase for
a Qualified
Adult (€)

Appendix 3: Assessable Earnings from Employment
Assessable Earnings

Description of Income Limits Illustrated in Figure 4.1
Allows for earnings of up to €120 for rehabilitate work*. 50% of earnings
between €120 and €350 are not assessed as means. Therefore income of up to
€235 is not assessed as means where a person earnings €350 per week. Any
income above this level is assessed as means and results in a lower rate of
payment. For the purpose of the graph the maximum level of means at which
support is still provided was added to the disregarded level of income to
estimate the maximum income at which support may be available.
Allows for earnings of up to €120 for rehabilitate work*. 50% of earnings
between €120 and €350 are not assessed as means. Therefore income of up to
€235 is not assessed as means where a person earnings €350 per week. Any
income above this level is assessed as means and results in a lower rate of
payment. For the purpose of the graph the maximum level of means at which
support is still provided was added to the disregarded level of income to
estimate the maximum income at which support may be available.
For a single person €332.50 of gross weekly earnings are disregarded (€665 of
combined income for married or cohabiting couple). PRSI, union dues and
pension contributions are deducted as well as travel expenses. For the purpose
of the graph the maximum level of means at which support is still provided was
added to the disregarded level of income to estimate the maximum income at
which support may be available.

Disability Allowance

Gross income less PRSI, pension contributions, and union dues

Blind Pension*

Gross income less PRSI, pension contributions, and union dues

Carer's AllowanceSingle Person

Gross income less PRSI, pension contributions, union dues and
travel expenses

Working Family
Payment

Average net income less income tax, PRSI, USC and pension
contributions

Based on the income limits stated for each family size

Non Contributory State
Pension

Gross income less PRSI, pension contributions, and union dues

Earnings of up to €200 per week from employment are disregarded, with any
income from work above this assessed as means.

Job Seekers Allowance

Gross income less PRSI, Union Dues, pension contributions. But
not USC or income tax

Up to €60 per week is deducted, 40% of the balance is also deducted.

One Parent Family
Payment

Gross income must be below €425, deductions are allowable
after this

First €130 of gross weekly earnings are disregarded. Half of the remainder of
gross earnings up to €425 are assessed as means (i.e. 147 is not assessed)
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Assessable Earnings

Description of Income Limits Illustrated in Figure 4.1

Widow(er)’s, Surviving
Civil Partner Pension
(NC)

Gross income less PRSI, Union Dues, pension, PRSA, AVC. But not
USC or income tax

Earnings of up to €100 is not assessed. Any income above this is assessed as
means

Farm Assist**

Gross income less PRSI, Union Dues, pension, PRSA, AVC. But not
USC or income tax

For off- farm employment up to €60 is deducted with 60% of the balance
assessed as means with a reduction in the level of the payment up to the rate
for the relevant set of circumstances

Rent Supplement

Gross income less PRSI and reasonable travel expenses

€75 of household income is disregarded for the means test

Fuel Allowance- Single
Person Under 80

Gross income less PRSI, pension contributions, and union dues

Income limit is €100 above the maximum State Pension for your personal
circumstances

Back To School Clothing
& Footwear Allowance

Gross income less PRSI and reasonable travel expenses

Based on the income limits stated for each family size/ set of circumstances

Medical Card

Gross income less tax, USC and PRSI. Reasonable expenses for
childcare costs and rent/mortgage payments will also be allowed

Based on the income limits stated for each family size/ set of circumstances

GP Visit Card

Gross income less tax, USC and PRSI. Reasonable expenses for
childcare costs and rent/mortgage payments will also be allowed

Based on the income limits stated for each family size/ set of circumstances

Civil Legal Aid

Disposable Income (calculated by board)

Based on Legal Aid Board's stated income limit

Social Housing

Net Income- USC, PRIS Income Tax all deducted

Based on income limits set out for each region and household size

Student Grants

Gross Income (some social welfare payments are excluded from
'reckonable income')

Based on the income limits stated for each family size/ set of circumstances. A
reduced rate of grant support is available to those on higher incomes. Income
thresholds can increase if other family members are in full time third level
education.
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Appendix 4: Overview of Elements of Income Assessment and Disregards by Scheme
Table 1: Overview of Income Assessment and Disregards for Social Welfare Schemes

Income from
Employment

When assessing your income from employment the following are always
deducted from your gross earnings: PRSI, Union dues and Superannuation or
contribution to a pension fund. In the case of self-employment: PRSI (Class S)
and all expenses directly related to your self-employment. However, drawings,
that is money taken from the business for personal use, is assessed as means.
Assessment of income from employment for Jobseeker’s Allowance is more
complex. Income from working as a home-help is taken into account in the
means test for social welfare payments from 2012.

Income Tax or
USC

Income tax or the Universal Social Charge is not usually deducted from your
income from employment, except in the assessment of Working Family
Payment and in the assessment of benefit and privilege for Jobseeker's
Allowance and benefit and privilege for Supplementary Welfare Allowance.
For most social welfare payments any income from maintenance is assessed as
means. This includes maintenance for you and maintenance to you for any of
your children. Maintenance paid to your spouse, civil partner or cohabitant is
also taken into account as means. However, rent or mortgage payments of up
to €95.23 per week can be offset against maintenance payments.

Income from
Maintenance

Rent Supplement - In the means test for Rent Supplement maintenance is
assessed as additional household income and maintenance payments up to
€95.23 per week are assessed in full. The household income disregard applies
to maintenance payments above this amount.
Working Family Payment - If you are getting maintenance, the total amount of
your maintenance payment (including payments for children) will be assessed
as income for Working Family Payment (WFP). Only one WFP payment can be
made in respect of any family. This means that if you are applying for WFP, the
parent from whom you are getting maintenance must not be getting WFP.

Income from
farming

Assessment of
Personal
Property (Home)

If you or your spouse, civil partner or cohabitant are getting income from
working a farm the yearly value to you is assessed (this is gross income minus
expenses). If the land is worked but is not being worked to its potential, then
an estimate of the potential net yearly value is made. If you are leasing a farm
you own, the rental income is assessed. If you are not working or leasing a farm
the capital value of the land is assessed.
The house in which you live is not included in the assessment of your means
unless you are getting an income from it. If you have rented a room in the
house, that income is assessed. You can deduct 5% of the gross rent you receive
for wear and tear and 15% can be allowed for voids (vacant periods between
lettings). However, if you are getting a State Pension (Non-Contributory) or a
Widow's, Widower's or Surviving Civil Partner's (Non-Contributory) Pension
and would otherwise be living alone, the income is not assessed at all.
If you use or rent a room in your home for business purposes you can deduct a
proportional amount of ground rent and mortgage interest from the profits you
receive. If you sell your home, the proceeds of the sale would normally be taken
into account. However, if you are getting certain payments and you sell your
house in order to buy or rent more suitable alternative accommodation or to
go into a nursing home or to move in with a person who is getting Carer's
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Allowance for you, the first €190,500 of the sale proceeds is not taken into
account. This exemption only applies if you are getting one of the following
payments: State Pension (Non-Contributory); Widow's, Widower's or Surviving
Civil Partner's (Non-Contributory) Pension (if you are 66 years of age or over);
One-Parent Family Payment (if you are 66 years of age or over); Disability
Allowance; and Blind Pension.
If you (or your spouse, civil partner or cohabitant) own property that you are
not personally using or if you have investments or any other form of capital,
the value is assessed, using a standard formula. You may or may not be getting
an income from the property or investment. The property and investments that
may be assessed under this heading include savings in a bank account (or
anywhere else), a house that you have let and stocks and shares. If you or your
spouse, civil partner or cohabitant saves a portion of your social welfare
payment each week, these savings as well as savings from most other sources
will be taken into account as part of your means.
Capital and
Property (Not
Personally Used)

For all social welfare payments (except Disability Allowance and
Supplementary Allowance) the following formula is used: first €20,000 = nil;
next €10,000 = €1 per €1,000; next €10,000 = €2 per €1,000; balance = €4 per
€1,000. For Disability Allowance the first €50,000 of capital is not taken into
account. For Supplementary Welfare Allowance the first €5,000 of capital is not
taken into account. Capital is not assessed in the means test for Working Family
Payment.
In terms of the assessment of capital for couples, if you have a joint account
with your spouse, civil partner or cohabitant, legally the total amount in the
account is owned by each of you. Therefore it could be assessed in full against
each of you. However, if you and your spouse, civil partner or cohabitant are
both getting means-tested social assistance payments, it will be assessed either
on a shared basis or against only one of you.

Total Means

Your means under the various headings (for example, cash income,
employment and capital) are added together to find your total means. For most
means-tested payments, the rate of social welfare payment you can get, if any,
is reduced on a sliding scale according to your means. If you are under 26 and
applying for Jobseeker’s Allowance or for Supplementary Welfare Allowance
your age can also determine the maximum payment for your situation.
Source: www.citizensinformation.ie
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Appendix 4: Overview of Elements of Income Assessment and Disregards by Scheme (cont.)
Assess income (i.e. after tax, PRSI
and some pension- related
deductions)
Maintenance Payments Received
Income from
investments/savings/property*
Working Family Payment (formerly
FIS)
Child Benefit
Exceptional or Urgent Needs
Payments
Carer's Allowance
Jobseekers Allowance

Social Housing

Medical Card & GP Visit Card

Net income from
employment assessed

Assess gross weekly income less
tax, USC and PRSI

Y

Y= assessed as means, N= not assessed

Civil Legal Aid
Legal Aid board estimates disposable
income, based on all sources of
income, for the year following your
application

Student Grants
Assess gross income. Holiday
income of students up to €4,500
is not assessed
Y

Y

€36,000 (single person) €72,000
(couple) is disregarded

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N
Y

N

N

Education Grants

N

N

D/ES Third Level Bursary
Schemes and the Student
Assistance Fund are disregarded

Supplementary Payments**

N

N
If leased to another person gross
income is assessed. If not, there is
a notional assessment of the
rental/lease “going rate” for the
area or an assessment of the
capital value of the asset with
€36,000 (single person)/ €72,000
(couple) disregarded

N

Capital and Property not Personally
Used

Income from Home (e.g. rented
room)
Mobility Allowance
Foster Care Allowance
Compensation Payments***

Y
N

N
N
N

N
N
N
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Social Housing

Medical Card & GP Visit Card

Civil Legal Aid

Proceeds from sale of home when
moving to care facility/more
suitable accommodation
Cohabitant/Spouse's Means

Student Grants
Y

Income of married couple is assessed
unless they are on opposing sides of
proposed action or are separated

Assesses household
income

Social Welfare Payments &
Payments from other Gov. Depts.
Housing Assistance Payments/ RAS
Rent Supplement

Y
Y
N
N

*Income from investments includes income from rental properties, dividends, capital investments and other similar sources of income
**Supplementary Payments includes exceptional or urgent needs payments, fuel allowance, living alone allowance, and rent or mortgage interest supplements.
***Compensation payments refer to awards paid to women following the publication of the Magdalen Commission Report, payments awarded by the Residential Institutions Statutory Fund Board and
Payments awarded under the Stardust Victim's Compensation Scheme, Compensation awards to persons who have a disability caused by Thalidomide together with income from the investment of that
money, Compensation awards to people who have contracted Hepatitis C or HIV from contaminated blood products, together with income from its investment.

Quality assurance process
To ensure accuracy and methodological rigour, the author engaged in the
following quality assurance process.
 Internal/Departmental
 Line management
 Spending Review Steering group
 Other divisions/sections
 Peer review (IGEES network, seminars, conferences etc.)
 External
 Other Government Departments
 Steering group
 Quality Assurance Group (QAG)
 Peer review (IGEES network, seminars, conferences etc.)
 External expert(s)
 Other (relevant details)
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